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Dreams
The Cats

DREAMS: THE CATS (P. Veerman, 1972) 4/4 - 113

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PfSm8pUCYyk

|./.   |: Repeat the previous Chord & Measure of 4-counts.

/
C/G|C    |./.   |G    |./.   |C    |./.   |G    |./.   |C    |./.   |

VERSE 1:

C            |./.        |G           |./.  
Wish I was  u-pon a star, far away up  in the sky.
  |C                 |./.        |G                   |./.  
Be-yond the reach  of human mind, that`s where I would like to be
    |C    |./.   |G    |./.   |C    |./.   |
with you.

VERSE 2:

C          |./.        |G               |./.       |
Wish I was  in the sea, down the bottom, you and me.
C              |./.          |G                   |./.
See the colour  of the water, that`s where I would like to be
    |C    |./.   |G    |./.   |C    |./.   |
with you.

CHORUS 1:

C             |./.        |./.               |./.
In the sky  or in the sea, I don`t care  what it would be.
  |G               |./.       |./.              |G7
If only there  were you and I, we will live  and never die
       |C    |./.
You and me.

 |C                |./.          |./.               |./.       |
I wish that we  had wings to fly, like the birds  up in the sky.
G                 |./.      |./.              |G7
And then we  would fly away, from the dark  in-to the day
       |C    |./.    |
You and me.

SOLO:

G   |./.  |C   |./.  |G   |./.  |C   |./.  |F   |./.  |
C   |./.  |G   |G7   |C   |./.  |G   |G7   |



VERSE 3:

C          |./.             |G              |./.       |
Wish I was  gently floating, carried by  the lazy river.
C              |./.            |G                   |./.
Feel the magic  of the silence, that`s where I would like to be
    |C    |./.   |G    |./.   |C    |./.   |
with you.

VERSE 4:

C           |./.          |G                |./.       |
wish it was  like a dream, fairytales  would come to me.
C           |./.        |G                       |./.
Reality  for you and me, I want to thank you  for being you
  |C    |./.   |G    |./.   |C    |./.   |
My love.

CHORUS 2:

C             |./.        |./.               |./.
In the sky  or in the sea, I don`t care  what it would be.
  |G               |./.       |./.              |G7
If only there  were you and I, we will live  and never die
       |C    |./.
You and me.

 |C                |./.          |./.               |./.       |
I wish that we  had wings to fly, like the birds  up in the sky.
G                 |./.      |./.              |G7
And then we  would fly away, from the dark  in-to the day
       |C    |./.    |
You and me.

OUTRO:

G   |./.  |C   |./.  |G   |./.  |C   |./.  |F   |./.   |

C   |./.  |G   |G7   |C   |./.  |G   |G7   |C   |./.   |

G   |G7   |C   |./.  |: Repeat & Fade Out

Tab by: DAIRYBEAT (AndrÃ© H. Hofman, Purmerend, Netherlands).
FREE Dairybeat ORIGINALS, COVERS and BACKING TRACKS on:
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/default.cfm?bandID=137360&content=music
https://soundcloud.com/dairybeat
https://www.youtube.com/user/Dairybeat


